
Scaffolding



What learners can do 
today with support, they 
can do alone tomorrow  
Vygotsky







The biggest mistake in teaching is to 
treat all children as if they were variants 
of the same individual and thus to feel 
justified in teaching them all the same 
subjects in the same way. 

H. Gardner

As with a lot of things the starting point should be a 
consideration of who your students are 



How can we provide scaffolding? 
 Create interest - activate prior knowledge 

 Break tasks into smaller chunks/steps 

 Provide support  - to scaffold input and output -  
before tasks -    pre-teach language – vocabulary  

   use visuals / realia  to introduce concepts 
   demonstrate/ model tasks 
     during tasks  -  add in word banks, glossaries,     
    substitution tables, writing frames 
   use models for production 
     after tasks  -  provide constructive feedback 



SCAFFOLDING TECHNIQUES: 

Visual organisers  

provide scaffolding for many types of input, including 

supporting reading and listening texts.  



Reading materials can be adapted to include support –  

 Headings inserted 

 Use of different fonts, colours, boxed or underlined etc to 

highlight important information. 

 Definitions or explanations added  

 Diagrams added 

 Visuals included 

 Glossaries included 

 Visual organisers included to highlight important information 



Speaking activities can be scaffolded with  

 Pre teaching concepts using visuals, realia etc 

 Activating prior knowledge – brainstorming – completing 

mindmaps / KWL tables 

 Using a lead in to create interest 

 Modelling activities 

 Giving ample preparation time before the tasks 

 Encouraging the use of speaking frames  

 



Speaking frames
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Writing tasks can be scaffolded using 

 Pre teach language  

 Brainstorm ideas – mindmaps 

 Model texts to examine and use for guidance 

 Encouraging process writing – planning, drafting, editing 

 Encouraging the use of writing frames – sentence starters, useful 

phrases etc  



Writing frame



What can scaffolding do? 
 

 Engage / motivate the learners 

 Provide a clear direction  

 Keep learners on task 

 Guide learners to useful resources 

 Reduce surprise / uncertainty / disappointment / frustration 

 Deliver efficiency  - help learners to work more efficiently / 

effectively 

 Make learning more individualised 


